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Verily all praises are due to Allaah Alone, we praise Him, we seek His assistance, we seek His forgiveness. We 

seek refuge in Him from the evils of our own selves and from the consequences of our bad deeds. Whoever 

Allaah guides, there is no one who could lead him astray and whoever Allaah lets stray, there is no one who 

could guide him. I openly testify that there is none worthy of worship other than Allaah Alone, without 

partners and I further testify that Muhammad (salallaahu ‘alayhe wasallama) was His servant and final 

Messenger.   

 

As for what follows:  

 

The phrases just rehearsed to you in Arabic are called Khutbahtal-Hajaa (the Sermon of Need); as a title or as a 

reference given to those words or phrases by the scholars. They are phrases of dhikr (praise of Allaah) and 

Tawheed (testifying to the Oneness of Allaah) that were used by the Messenger of Allaah (salallaahu ‘alayhe 

wasallam) in many occasions. It has remained as a practice instituted by the companions in their time and by 

the tabi’oon (the students of the companions after them) and the imams of the religion, as a practice for 

beginning ones speech. Today we have begun with that, with those words in our verbal address, our class here, 

on Kitaab at-Tawheed.  

 

This week we will begin reading the book and I mentioned what I mentioned about Khutbahtal-Hajaa so that 

we could compare it to the introduction written by the author, Shaykh Muhammad ibn Abdul-Wahhaab 

(rahimahullaahu ta’aala) in his book Kitaab at-Tawheed.  

 

He says as his introduction:  

 

 ��� ا
 ا���	� ا�����
 

In the name of Allaah Ar-Rahmaan Ar-Raheem. Two names of Allaah that refer to His Mercy, the Possessor of 

Mercy and the Owner of Mercy. To distinguish between those two, Ar-Rahmaan and Ar-Raheem, the scholars 

mentioned that Ar-Raheem indicates the Possessor of a Mercy that is specific to the Hereafter, meaning mercy 

that is specific to the believers; those that shall be rewarded on the Day of Judgment. And the name Ar-

Rahmaan includes the meaning of Mercy, the Possessor of Mercy, whose Mercy extends to even those who 

disbelieve in him, reject His Message, and those who fight against His Messengers. He envelops all of them, all 

of the creation, animals, birds, fish, trees, wildlife – all of that receives the Mercy of Allaah (ta’aala) in this life. 

However, the Mercy that is the salvation forever from the Hell-fire; safety, eternal bliss and happiness, then 

that mercy is reserved for those who give Allaah His Right and do not violate it. And that right is that He is 

worshipped alone.  

 

So the author has begun by saying “Bismillaahi ar-Rahmaani ar-Raheem,” and then he says Kitaab at-Tawheed 

(the book of Tawheed), naming his book. The point we want to mention here is “bismillaahi ar-rahmaani ar-

raheem” in a written work (like a letter written to someone inviting him to good or like a written book) is also a 

Sunnah from the Messenger of Allaah (salallaahu ‘alayhe wasallam) and from some angles is more appropriate 

than Khutbatul Hajaa. Now if we’ve mentioned that Khutbatul Hajaa was his sermon, was his introduction to 

many of his speeches, in many of his admonishments – then how can I say now, that “bismillaahi ar-rahmaani 

ar-raheem” may be more appropriate to begin a book with? 

 

That is based on a distinction made by some of the scholars, that the basmallah (saying bismillaahi ar-rahmaani 

ar-raheem) is the best Sunnah, or the best practice to be instituted, and the more specific practice of the 

Messenger (salallaahu ‘alayhe wasallam) when done in ones writing. The Messenger (salallaahu ‘alayhi wasallam) 

wrote to the kings and the rulers of his time, he wrote the pact of Hudaybiyyah, he wrote a number of things, 
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and wrote to people on a number of occasions and his writings consistently began with bismillaahi ar-rahmaani 

ar-raheem (In the Name of Allaah, the All-Merciful, the Ever-Merciful to the believers).  

 

So, then we see that, that Sunnah or that practice was indeed taken from him, from the companions, the 

Tabi’oon, and it was passed on. It reached some of the authors of the greatest books of Islaam, that they only 

began their books with the introduction using the phrase, “bismillaahi ar-rahmaani ar-raheem.” In the Name of 

Allaah, the All-Merciful, the One whose Mercy encompasses the believers on the Day of Judgment.  

 

An example of that would be Abu Abdillaahi Muhammad bin Ismaaeel Al-Bukhaaree. The great Imaam, 

known as Imaam Al-Bukhaaree (rahimahullaah) who died in the year 256, the author of what we refer to as 

Saheeh al-Bukhaaree, the most authentic compilation of hadeeth with chains written. His book began simply with 

“bismillaahi ar-rahmaani ar-raheem The Book of the Initial Bringing of Revelation.”He began simply with, “In 

the Name of Allaah, the Ever Merciful, the One whose Mercy encompasses the believers on the Day of 

Judgment.” He began with the basmallah.  

 

So with that a number of scholars all the way into later times, including Shaykh ul-Islaam Muhammad bin 

Abdul-Wahhab, began their books with simply saying “bismillaahi ar-rahmaani ar-raheem.” Furthermore, some 

of the scholars, especially those who are compiling hadeeth of the Messenger (salallaahu ‘alayhe wasallam) along 

with ayaat in chapters similar to Saheeh al-Bukhaaree and Kitaab at-Tawheed, feared that if they were to write an 

introduction from themselves, from their own words, other than bismillaahi ar-rahmaani ar-raheem, it might be 

considered blameworthy from the angle of implementing the statement of Allaah,  

 

��ا َ�ْ�َ� َ�َ�ِي ا���ـِ� َوَرُ��ِ�ِ�ُِّ��  ۖ  َ�  َأ�%َ$  ا��ِ#�َ� "َ�ُ!�ا َ�  ُ�َ
 

“O you who believe!  Make not (a decision) in advance before Allaah and His Messenger (sallallaahu alayhe 

wasallam).” 

 

[Suuraat ul-Hujuraat (49):1] 

 

Some of them considered that from the best application of this ayah (to make it inclusive of so many things) 

means that we allow it to apply to even to the books that we write. So that if one were to write a book 

containing ayaat and ahaadeeth, the most appropriate introduction would be simply to name Allaah, and to 

begin with the blessing of Allaah’s Name, and say nothing from our own selves, and go right into what Allaah 

and His Messenger (salallaahu ‘alayhe wasallam) have said, whether that is obligatory or not. Simply to apply 

the ayah in every possible way it could be applied.  

 

With that, that is likely the motivation behind many of those authors who began their books with simply the 

basmallah and it is likely (we have to say likely, because we cannot confirm and say this is absolutely) why the 

author began with the basmallah. Other alternate explanations have been offered by some of the scholars, a 

commonly quoted hadeeth about any sermon or any speech that begins without the basmallah is deficient. This 

hadeeth attributed to the Messenger (salallaahu ‘alayhe wasallam) is actually not authentic and it is not to be used 

as a proof for beginning writing, a book, a class or an address with the basmallah. Rather, the generality of the 

practice of the Messenger (salallaahu ‘alayhe wasallam) is what establishes for us the legislated nature of 

beginning with it, and not the hadeeth which is attributed to him, which means that any speech of any 

importance that begins without the basmallah is deficient. Again that is not authentic.  

 

Let us begin with the reading of Kitaab at-Tawheed after understanding that.   
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The author says:  

 

ا�(���ِ� آ( ُب  
The Book of Tawheed  

 


	 اِ� و��ِل��:   
 

And Allaah, the Most High said: 

 


ْ	ُ� َوَ��َ�َ �]٥٦: ا
�ار��ت ��رة[ ِ�َ�ْ�ُ�ُ�وِن ِإ��� َواْ�ِ�ْ�َ� اْ�ِ�  

 

“And I did not create the jinn and mankind except to worship Me.”  

 

[Suuraatu Dhaariyaat (51):56] 

 

 

So the name of the book is Kitaab at-Tawheed. The word kitaab means maktoob (something that has been 

written). At-Tawheed is the masdar (verbal noun) from waHadaa, yuwaHiiduu, tawHeedan (to consider something 

to be one). For example, waHadaa as-sufuuf – there were many rows, so someone came and made them into 

one row.  

 

The word Tawheed has many applications in other than ‘Aqeedah. Meaning, waHadaa at-turuq, waHada al-

manaahij – a person took the many roads that were available and made them into one main road in 

construction. WaHada al-manaahij – perhaps people concerned with curriculums saw that the teachers were 

using too many different curriculums. So someone came and united them all upon one curriculum. So that is 

all from the general usage of the word Tawheed, waHada, yuwaHiduu (to make something into one).  

 

When we use the word Tawheed in the phrase Kitaab at-Tawheed (the Book of at-Tawheed), it is not left upon its 

general linguistic meaning (the book of making things into one thing or the book of considering things to be 

one and singular) rather the intended meaning is tawheedul-‘ibaadah lilaahi, the servant making his acts of 

worship for Allaah Alone. Meaning, singling out Allaah with ‘ibaadah (worship) or more generally, singling 

out Allaah with the three kinds of Tawheed: 

 

1. Tawheed ar-Rububiyyah: that Allaah (ta’aala) is the only Lord, the only Creator, the only Sustainer, the 

only Provider, and the only One that brings life and death.  

 

2. Tawheed ul-Uluuhiyyah: He is Alone and Singular in His Uluuhiyyah, in His sole right to be worshipped 

alone. No one shares anything with Him in that regard. No one. Not that highest of angels, nor the 

best of Prophets, nor the most righteous people who ever lived. None of them share in His right to be 

worshipped in the slightest way.  

 

3. Tawheedul Asmaa wa Sifaat: The third way we make Tawheed of Allaah is with regards to His Names 

and Attributes.  He has the Most Beautiful and Perfect Names and Attributes. There are none who 

share in any of them with Him; none who share in the perfection and beauty of His Names and 

Attributes in anyway whatsoever. He is as-Samee’ (the All-Hearing) whose hearing encompasses all 

voices in all places. He is al-Baseer (the One who is All-Seeing), He sees each and every action openly 

and secretly, nothing is hidden from His Sight, while He is above the creation, above His Throne.  
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I do not like to say (He is) far above (the creation) because: 

 

�ٌ�� َوِإَذا َ(َ)َ�َ' ِ$َ��ِدي َ$#ِّ  َ"ِ��ِّ  َ�ِ
 

“And when My slaves ask you (O Muhammad (salallaahu ‘alayhe wasallam) concerning Me, then (answer 

them), I am indeed near (to them by My Knowledge).” 

 
[Suuraat ul-Baqarah (2):186] 

 

We describe Allaah with closeness. And if a person is disobedient, we don’t say Allaah is far from him, we say 

he is far from Allaah, and we attribute distance and the act of being away and far from someone or something 

to the sinner, to the person who has committed crimes, and not to Allaah, who is close to the servants. So to 

rephrase that, He is above the heavens, above His Throne and He can see and hear everything). 

 

So those are two examples of Attributes for Allaah and Names of Allaah, that none share in their beauty, 

perfection, and completeness of them. So that is what we mean when we say at-Tawheed is to single out Allaah 

with His Rubuubiyyah, His Uluuhiyyah and His Asma wa Sifaat.  

 

Allaah says:  

 


ْ	ُ� َوَ��َ�َ �]٥٦: ا
�ار��ت ��رة[ ِ�َ�ْ�ُ�ُ�وِن ِإ��� َواْ�ِ�ْ�َ� اْ�ِ�  

 

“And I did not create the jinn and mankind except to worship Me.”  

 

[Suuraatu Dhaariyaat (51):56] 

 

Shaykh Saalih al-Fawzaan (haafidhahullaahu ta’aala) in his book al-Mullakhas (this is where we will be taking 

the majority of our points of explanation from the summarized explanation of Kitaab at-Tawheed) gives five 

brief points of explanation to this ayaah: 

 


1 �����0ة اِ. إ"�اِد و-,ُب$ 2ِ�3- �
و��7 ا��6; ا�4	  1-   

1. The Jinn and Mankind are obliged to devote all acts of worship solely to Allaah.  

 

First point: We understand from the verse the obligation of worshiping Allaah, or singling out Allaah with all 

acts of worship. That obligation exists for all of the creation, all of those who dwell on the earth, from both 

types of creation, both types of the responsible, accountable creations – the jinn and the mankind.   

 

As a side note: Jinn are similar to mankind. Jinn are species of creation, a species that Allaah has created that 

remain generally unseen as part of the unseen that we believe in and that He has informed us of. You can read 

Suraat ul-Jinn, and you can read references to the Jinn in other parts of the Qur’aan and throughout the body of 

literature of the Sunnah of the Messenger of Allaah (salallaahu ‘alayhe wasallam).  

 

The jinn have been created from smokeless fire and they have the obligation – just as we do – of hearing and 

obeying the Messengers sent by Allaah. Our Prophet (salallaahu ‘alayhe wasallam) was sent to all of the jinn and 

all of the mankind. It is mentioned as one of those things that are specific to our Messenger (salallaahu ‘alayhe 

wasallam). Meaning, the previous prophets were sent to their people or certain people, but not in an all-
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encompassing comprehensive manner; that they were responsible for conveying their message to all of 

humanity and all of jinn-kind.  

 

The jinn have specific rules, physical rules that govern their existence that are much different than the rules 

that govern our existence. The details of those rules are known to Allaah and we don’t know about the details 

of them, except we see clearly from the descriptions of the jinn and the mentioning of the jinn from the 

Messenger (salallaahu ‘alayhe wasallam) that their lives are obviously governed by those different laws. The 

details of that discussion are for a more focused lesson on our belief in jinn.   

 

 

 ا�:8ِ39 ��0ُن� ;ِ
� 6و�7ِ� ا��  - 2  
 

2. The Qur’aanic verse expounds the wisdom behind the creation of the jinn and mankind.  

 

Second point: The second point offered by Shaykh Fawzaan to benefit from this ayaah is that the creation of 

jinn and mankind had a reason or a purpose, and that is clearly that they are made as worshippers to worship 

Allaah.  

 

�Bِ دوَن ا����دة �A@:;� �?ي ه,ا ا�=��َ; أن�ِ�C 3� D ،;
ُ=�  F" ه?ا G1 رد
�ه� اJK#�ِم ُ$���ِد $�Cو  - 3  
 

3. It is only Allaah, the Creator, Who deserves worship rather than other false deities incompetent to 

create. This point is a refutation of the idolaters’ arguments.  

 

Third point: As for the Creator, He is the One who deserves the worship Alone, no one else from those He has 

created. How can someone, who is created himself, and does not create, deserve to be worshipped? As the 

scholars have mentioned, the very mention of Allaah being the Creator, the Provider and the One who brings 

life, and so on, the Rubuubiyyah of Allaah, all of that is mentioned as an introduction to the importance of 

Tawheed ul-‘Ibaadah and Tawheed ul-Uluuhiyyah; the kind of Tawheed that is the very essence of the calls of the 

prophets that they are to single out Allaah with all acts of worship. Since He is the One who brings life and 

death, He should be the only One that we direct an act of worship to. The One who provides us everything 

that we have of food, clothing, breath, and life; all of that is a proof that He is the One, the only One who has 

done that for us, and the only One we should worship as well.  

 

So Rububiyyah, or the fact that Allaah is the Creator, the Sustainer, and the provider – this issue is mentioned 

in the book of Allaah as a lead in to the obligation of worshipping Him alone. As it is generally a concept 

agreed upon, even by the disbelievers, the polytheists of Makkah who worshipped others besides Allaah. They 

believed that Allaah Alone was their sole Provider, Creator, and the One who brings life and death. They 

affirmed for Allaah His Rubuubiyyah, that He is the only Creator, only Sustainer, and so on. Yet, they did not 

affirm Tawheed al-‘Ibaadah, they did not accept that Allaah deserved to be worshipped, alone. And it is a flaw 

in logic, since how could a created thing that is totally reliant on the Creator deserve worship from other 

created beings? 

 

 وL��:�) 1���M ا. Cَِ#1 ��0ُن$ Lِ	ِ
� 8ِ-�Nو ;ِ

,�,ن وهO ا�=��ُ;، ه, L�K إ��L، ا�==�  - 4  
 

4. Almighty Allaah is the Self-Sufficient and thus He is in no need of His creatures, whereas they are 

in dire need of Him. This is, definitely, because Allaah is the Creator and they are His creatures.  
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Fourth point: To understand that Allaah is free of need. Allaah, the High and Exalted, does not need His 

creation and has no need for them, yet they are the ones who need Him because He is the creator and they are 

the created beings.  

 

(�:��L ا. أ"��ِل "  ا�:8ِ39 إ��Qُت  - 5 
5. The Qur’aan verse, further, proves that Allaah is All-Wise in His Actions.  

 

Fifth point: That we understand from this text and every text that talks about something Allaah has done, 

whether they are attributes that He is always described with (sifaat fi’leeya) or whether they are specific (af’aal 

ikhtiiyariyah), those things that Allaah has done at certain times, like creating the heavens and the earth, 

creating mankind and jinn or anything else that Allaah has mentioned that He has done, they are done for a 

very high, lofty, noble reason, wisdom or goal. Nothing that Allaah has done is without a complete and perfect 

objective. Nothing was done in play or to waste time, Allaah (ta’aala) is far removed above such an idea. So of 

all of Allaah’s actions contain the highest wisdom and the most noble aims and goals. So we say Allaah 

(subhaanahu wa ta’aala) has Created for the highest and most wise reason, and that is to establish His right to be 

worshipped alone within the actions of the created realm, within the actions of the created beings.  

 

The author goes on in the text of the book to say, and the statement of Allaah: 

 

 َوَ�َ	ْ� 4ْ�َ0ََ#� ِ"  ُآWِّ ُأ��8ٍ َرُ(,ً�� َأِن اْ$ُ�ُ�وا ا�
�ـLَ َواْ-َ@ِ#ُ�,ا ا�Cُ��S,َت
 

“And verily, We have sent among every Ummah (community, nation) a Messenger (proclaiming): "Worship 

Allaah (Alone), and avoid (or keep away from) Taaghuut (all false deities i.e. do not worship Taghut besides 

Allaah).” 

 

[Suraat un-Nahl (16):36] 

 

Taaghuut is taken from the word tuughyaan; it is mujaawazatil Hadd (it is to go beyond the limits). So everyone 

who worshipped besides Allaah, and is pleased with that, then he is a Taaghuut.  

 

The general meaning of the verse is that Allaahu (subhaanahu wa ta’aala) has mentioned a historical fact that in 

every generation or in every group of people, there has been a Messenger calling them to the worship of Allaah 

Alone, and to abandon those things that are worshipped beside Him. And He has continued on sending those 

Messengers to groups of humanity throughout time, from the time of Aadam to the time of Noah, all the way 

to the last Ummah, the last group of people, the nation of the Prophet Muhammad (salallaahu ‘alayhem jami’aan 

wasallam (may Allaah raise all of their ranks and grant them all peace)).  

 

What is to be understood from this ayaah as it relates to our study? 

 

ا�]�ِك َ$ِ وا�#Yُ  ا�@,�Nِ� ِإ�1 ا��$,ُة ه  ا��(W ِإر(�ِل � ا�:8َ39 َأن�   – 1 
 

1. The divine wisdom behind dispatching Messengers is to invite people to monotheism and prohibit 

them from the perpetration of acts entailing polytheism.  

 

First point: The reason for sending Messengers, all of them, has been to invite to Tawheed and to prohibit the 

people from acts of worship dedicated to other than Allaah, ash-Shirk.   
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 َأن� َ��ك اِ. ا����دِة ِإ�^ُص وه, واNٌ�، ا����Kِء دMك و��ا`OYُ�ُ ا�@
ْ_ وِإِن ا�]a – 2 
 

2. Though they are of various legislations, all Messengers call for one common religion, which is 

consisted in devoting all acts of worship solely to Allaah and associating no partner with Him.  

 

Second point: The religion of the Prophets is one. It is to purify ones’ worship of Allaah and abandon all 

forms of shirk (associating partners with Allaah). That is even when the Prophets had messages or had 

differences in the application in those messages throughout different times. Meaning, it was impermissible for 

such and such nation to eat such and such food in this time that they lived in, and another nation may have 

been allowed to eat that food, etc.  There are some different, specific rulings given to each nation, again, all 

under the specific legislation of Allaah. So therefore, it was the most suitable and best legislation for each 

people in each time.  

 


1 ا�:�8ُ و���ِ� اOِ�K، ُآW� $3�� ا��(��8َ َأن�$ 6Wا����ِد ُآ  – 3 
3. Divine Message has pervaded in all nations and Allaah’s proof was established on all so that no 

one may be excused on the Day of Resurrection.  

 

Third point: The Risalaah (message) has been conveyed to all of the people and all nations throughout history. 

The proof has been established against all of the people. There is a point there that needs to be raised that, that 

is general speech and there is a specific exception to that. But in general, Allaah has sent the Messengers, and 

their messages have reached all corners of the earth in a general way, and the proof has been established upon 

the people in a general way. Specifically, there are some people called Ahlul-Fatrah (people who died in a time 

where they did not hear the message of the new prophet. Their message was corrupted and the message of the 

next prophet after the one that was sent to them did not reach him. So his message was corrupted and he did 

not hear the message of Tawheed as clearly as it was conveyed. Either that, or he was deaf, or he had another 

excuse. For example, a child died young before reaching the age of tamyeez (of his own understanding and 

holding his own opinions). So, will Allaah punish these people, who have not the Hujjah (the proof established 

against them)? While in general way we say the proof has been established. However, specifically, we say no. 

Individual cases of a person who never heard about Tawheed for whatever excuse (e.g. being deaf, dying 

young, having the Message reach them when they were too old, senile perhaps to even understand the 

Message, and so on) as reported by the Messenger of Allaah (salallaahu ‘alayhe wasallam) will be given a special 

test on the Day of Judgment, according to a number of authentic hadeeth reported from the Messenger of 

Allaah (salallaahu ‘alayhe wasallam).  

 

He said that three kinds of people will have arguments in their favor that will be heard, the deaf person, the 

child who died young, and the one who died in the period between Messengers. Other narrations were 

mentioned – a senile old man, etc. They will give their proofs and their arguments, and they will be heard. 

And Allaah, from His Perfect Attribute of Justice will put them to trial on that Day to see – are they obedient 

servants of Allaah, or are they disobedient and rebellious to the order of Allaah? He will order a part of the 

Hell-Fire to rise up or to become clear and visible to them. They will be ordered to enter it, and then the ones 

who have been destined to be from the people of eternal bliss and happiness, the people of paradise, they will 

enter into the Fire, no questions asked, obedient to their Lord. They will find the fire cool and soothing, and 

they will, as a result of their obedience, enter the Paradise with that test alone. And whoever has had eternal 

misery destined for him, the disbeliever that rejects, disobeys and turns away from the order of Allaah, they 

will say, “How could we enter this Fire when we used to run from this in the worldly life?” So they will be 

made to enter the Fire because of their disobedience to Allaah in that test. 
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So specifically, there are specific exceptions to the generality of the proof being established upon mankind. 

That doesn’t contradict the statement of the explainer here, Shaykh Saalih al-Fawzaan. Rather his speech is 

general and the exceptions I made are specific exceptions for specific cases.  

 

Whoever wants more details on that topic can refer to the CDs available from TROID called “The Rulings on 

the Disbelievers who Die Young.” That lecture has research in it covering these ahaadeeth mentioned, the 

hadeeth of al-imtihaan (the hadeeth of that specific test given to people who have excuses) and other ahadeeth 

about the end result of the children of the polytheists that die young. That’s how it’s relevant to our class 

today.  

 

Oُb$ ِن(a ،�ِ�N,@وَأّن ا� �
1 وا-ٌ$ 2ِ�3- Oِ�Kُا  – 4 
4. The significance of monotheism, which is held incumbent upon all nations.  

 

Fourth point: In explanation of the verse “We have sent among every nation a Messenger (proclaiming): 

“Worship Allaah (Alone), and avoid Taaghuut” he speaks of the high status that Tawheed holds and that it 

has been an obligation on every single group of people who ever lived on this earth.  

 

 " 8ِ�cا ��  " )D Lإ� Dا. إ (َ�ِ  ِF#ِت، ا���Q71 "���ْ� وا
$ Lأ� D Oُ�	@A� �ُ�N,@ا� D�3 إY0 ،�ً��3- �وَأن 
 َF#ا� fَ:3ا� �َ�� ،�ٍ�N,@0 َت��Q7وا fَ:3ا� �َ�� ٍِ��N,@0  – 5 

 

5. The Qur’aanic verse implied the same meaning expressed in the Two Testifications of Faith 

(Testifying that there is no deity but Allaah, and that Muhammad is the Messenger of Allaah). In 

addition to negating the validity of worshipping any false deity, it proved Allaah as the sole God. 

Therefore, perfect monotheism should combine both disapproval of all false deities and absolute 

approval of Allaah’s Divinity.  

 

Fifth point: In the verse is what is contained in the statement, laa ilaha illallaah, of negation and affirmation. 

Laa ilaha (there is no one worthy of worship, no deity worthy of worship, nothing that deserves worship) 

illallaah (except Allaah). So there is a negation of all things worshipped with right. Then there is an 

affirmation, an exception made, other than Allaah or except Allaah. In that phrase we utter often, laa ilaha 

illallaah, there is a similar kind of negation and affirmation in this verse. The Messenger sent to every group of 

people said “ ا�Cُ��S,َتاْ$ُ�ُ�وا ا�
�ـLَ َواْ-َ@ِ#ُ�,ا  .” “Worship Allaah”, there is your affirmation. “Avoid 

Taaghuut” you have to negate the rights that are claimed that some have the right to be worshipped other than 

Allaah.  

 

So it shows here that Tawheed cannot be established correctly except by way of the establishment of both the 

affirmation of Allaah’s right to be worshipped, and the negation of others who claim or that is claimed that 

they have a right to be worshipped. And that simply to negate that others have the right to be worshipped is 

not Tawheed by itself; and to say that Allaah deserves to be worshipped without negating others rights to be 

worshipped is not Tawheed by itself. Tawheed must have both elements, that Allaah is to be worshipped alone, 

deserving of worship. And secondly that no one besides Allaah deserves that worship.  

 

The author goes on in the text of Kitaab at-Tawheed to say: 

 

��ً�AَNِْإ ِ� َوَ�1iَٰ َرg0َ' َأ��� Mَْ�ُ�ُ�وا ِإ��� ِإ���Bُ َو�0ِْ�َ,اِ�َ�ْ
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“And your Lord has decreed that you worship none but Him. And that you be dutiful to your parents.” 

[Suraat ul-Israa (17):23] 

 

Shaykh Saalih al-Fawzaan says there are five points of relevance here: 

 

 ا�,ا-��ِت، وه, َأوُل ا�:,ِق َ� Lِ0ِ .ُا �ا�,ا-�8ِ $
1 ا����َأن� ا�@,�Nَ� ه, َأوُل �� أ�َ  – 1 
 

1. Monotheism is the first decree enjoined by Allaah on man. It is, thus, the foremost binding right 

of Allaah incumbent upon His servants.  

 

First point: Tawheed is the first thing that Allaah has begun with here when mentioning what is an obligation 

upon the people.  It is the very first of all rights and all obligatory matters that the servant must fulfill in his life. 

The very first and most deserving of attention is the right of Allaah to be worshipped alone.  

 

 

��  " 8ِ3
) ا. إD إ�D L( آَ�ِ  F#ِت، ا���Q7وا �Y�F" Wٌ1 د��
�	,ُم D ا�,�Nَ� َأن� $ �D1 إ
$  F#ِت ا���Q7وا :
) F� ا. (,ى $�3ّ ا����دِة �YَMِ��Q(�َ; آ�3 ،)ِ. وِإ  – 2 

 

2. The verse conveys the same meaning expressed in the Testification of Faith, i.e. declaring that all 

false deities are not worthy of being worshipped while Allaah is.  

 

Second point: Again, another similar usage of the Arabic like what is found in the phrase, laa ilaha illallaah 

(there is no one worthy of worship other than Allaah) is negation and affirmation. Tawheed cannot be 

established unless both things are present: a negation of things that are worshipped besides Allaah and an 

affirmation that only He deserves worship. That is the phrase, that you do not worship other than Him, as has 

proceeded.  

 

 8ُ3b$ 6;N ِ�
N 1	�mُ�N _َS$ �3Y ا�,ا�َ�ْ$ ،L6	N 8ِ "  و-�َء�M�ا�8ِ���4 ا�3  – 3 
 

3. The Qur’aanic verse affirms the significant merit of fulfilling parents’ due rights of respect and 

kind treatment since these rights is directly preceded by the enjoinment of monotheism.  

 

Third point: The greatness or the superiority of the rights of the two parents since Allaah has mentioned them 

right after mentioning His role right to be worshipped alone. So it comes in rank second – after Tawheed of 

Allaah, you must be dutiful to your parents.  

 

 إ�1 ا�AN7ِن و-,ُب��,ٍع دوَن �,$ً� �=L��Kَ O� o ا�AN7ِن، َأ�,اِع 2�3�0 ا�,ا��  – 4 
 

4. The obligation of showing all kinds of benevolence, righteousness and tenderness when dealing 

with parents. The Qur’aanic verse does not, however, specify a limit or designate a way of such a 

good treatment.  

 

Fourth point: The obligation to be dutiful to one’s parents includes every type of good behavior and 

dutifulness. Every possible type, since Allaah (Azza wa Jall) has mentioned it in an unrestricted way. Meaning, 

you must be good to your parents, and He did not limit it to a few actions, to a set number of visits or a certain 

kind of assistance offered, or to a certain set of phrases of respect to be uttered in their presence. Rather, 
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respect, dutifulness, and honoring ones parents is a wide open topic, including every type of respect and 

dutifulness that can be included in the generality of that. We are to be dutiful to them in every way of 

dutifulness.  

 

Oُ��:M ِق,	$ �ا�,ا��ْ  – 4 
5. The prohibition of being undutiful or ungrateful to one’s parents.  

 

Fifth point: The prohibition of being disrespectful or negligent to our parents with regards to their rights over 

us.  

 

Then the author goes on to say: 

 

�pً�ْaَ Lِ0ِ ُآ,ا�ِ[ْMُ ��ََو Lَـ�
 َواْ$ُ�ُ�وا ا�
 

“Worship Allaah and join none with Him (in worship)…” 

[Suuraat un-Nisaa (4):36] 

 

 

ا�,ا-��ِت أآُ� "Y, َأوDً، 0?�' َأ�َ� اَ. Kَن� �����0دِة، ا. ِإ"�اِد و-,ُب  – 1 
 

1. The obligation of devoting all acts of worship exclusively to Allaah Alone, since such a command 

is given top priority according to the Qur’aanic verse. Therefore, worshipping one God (i.e., 

Allaah is the most assured obligatory ordinance.  

 

First point: The benefit from this verse is that it is obligatory to single out Allaah with our worship since 

Allaah has ordered that first and it is the most stressed of all obligations.  

 

Oُ��:M ،ِك�ا�3:���ِت َأ1Yَ�َ ،L#$ ,Y" g�a اَ. Kَن� ا�]  – 2 
 

2. The prohibition of ascribing partners to Allaah, as it is the gravest and most abominable sin.  

 

Second point: The prohibition and illegality of polytheism (to offer acts of worship to other than Allaah). That 

is because Allaah is the One who forbade that and thus it is the most severe prohibition there is.  

 

�ٌط ا�]�ِك ا-@#�َب َأَنa  " 8ِ:J ،ن� ا����دِةKَ .ََن ا�� �َ�Kَ �����0َدِة  Y#��0 ا�]�ِك َ$ِ  – 3 
 

3. Avoidance of all forms and acts of polytheism is a prerequisite for the validity of man’s devotion 

to Allaah. So, Allaah espoused enjoinment of devotion and the prohibition of polytheism.  

 

Third point: It is obligatory to avoid shirk, and the avoidance of shirk is the condition of the acceptability of 

your act of worship, of every one of your acts of worship, since Allaah has mentioned them together. He 

ordered us to worship Him and He forbade from committing shirk. So anyone who is committing shirk in his 

act of worship with Allaah will absolutely have that act of worship rejected by Allaah, and as well as all of his 

deeds.  
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�اٌم ا�]�َك َأن�N Lُ
َ�
� ،Bُ��Bُ، آ��َ�Bُ وآ�4ََ�rJن� وKَ �83
ذ�' ُآgO�@" �W ا�#Y ، (��ِق "  �9�ٌة p�aً� آ  – 4 
 

4. All types of polytheisms, according to the Arabic context of the Qur’aanic verse, are categorically 

prohibited whether minor or major.  

 

Fourth point: Shirk is unlawful, absolutely prohibited. The little of it and the great, most obvious forms of it; 

as big as it may be, or as tiny and irrelevant as some people may consider it. All acts of shirk are 

impermissible. Since the Arabic construction here, “�pً�ْaَ Lِ0ِ ُآ,ا�ِ[ْMُ ��ََو Lَـ�
 Don’t worship or do – ”َواْ$ُ�ُ�وا ا�

not make shirk with Allaah, shayaan (with anything).  That phrase is from the phrases of unrestrictedness. 

Meaning, every single thing that could fall under the shay is to be rejected as an object of worship. So it is 

general and unrestricted, and no exception is made. Nothing may be taken as partner with Allaah. 

 

L�أ� D ُز,���َك أن [�
ٌ' D $��دLِM، "  أNٌ� اِ. 2َ�َ � Dو G �� Dو tٌ��J  آ
K 8َ3ن�; وOٌ#JD اKو���ء ِ�َ
)�ًp�a (8ٌ��$   – 5 

 

5. The impermissibility of associating any partner with Allaah, whether an angel, a prophet, a 

righteous person or an idol.  

 

Fifth point: Shaykh Saalih al-Fawzaan says, it is not permissible that shirk is made with Allaah in a person’s 

act of worship, in any act of worship of his. Not directed towards an angel, a prophet, a righteous person, a 

statue or an idol. This is since the word shayaan is general and all inclusive, unrestricted.  

 

Afterward: 

 

Firstly mentioned here in the text is “Join not anything in worship with Him.”And the reference here by the 

author are the ayaat (verses) that follow:  

 

Oْ9ُ�ْ
َ$َ Oْ9ُg0َم َر��Nَ ��َ WُMْا َأ,ْ�َ��َMَ Wْ�ُ ۖ �pً�ْaَ Lِ0ِ ُآ,ا�ِ[ْMُ ��َأ� ۖ ��ً�AَNِْإ ِ� ِإْ�َ
�ٍق ۖ َو�0ِْ�َ,اِ�َ�ْْ�ِ Oْا َأْوَ��َدُآ,
ُ@ُ	ْMَ ��ََو ۖ 
Oُْه����ُزُ�Oْ9ُ َوِإْ�َ ُ:ْ�َ ۖ َSَ0َ ��ََو �Yَ#ْ�ِ �َYَvَ ��َ wَNِا,َFَ�ْ0ُ,ا ا�َ	ْMَ ��َِإ��� ۖ   َو Lُـ�
��َم ا�Nَ  @ِ�ا� �َFْ�#ا ا�,
ُ@ُ	ْMَ ��ََو

ِّ;:َ�ْ�0ِ ۚ Oْ9ُ�
�َ�َ Lِ0ِ Oُْآ��Jَو Oْ9ُ�َِٰن  َذ,
ُ	ِ�ْMَy١٥١|  
 

“Say (O Muhammad و��� ���� Come, I will recite what your Lord has prohibited you from: Join" :(��	 ا� 

not anything in worship with Him; be good and dutiful to your parents; kill not your children because of 

poverty - We provide sustenance for you and for them; come not near to Al-Fawahish (shameful sins, illegal 

sexual intercourse) whether committed openly or secretly; and kill not anyone whom Allaah has forbidden, 

except for a just cause (according to Islamic law). This He has commanded you that you may understand.” 

 

[Suraat ul-An’aam (6):151] 

 

Bُ��aَُأ }َ
ُ�ْ�َ ٰ1�@Nَ ُAَNِْإ��� ��0ِ�ِ@  ِهَ  َأ Oِ�@ِ�َ�ْ0ُ,ا َ��َل ا�َ	ْMَ ��ََو ۖ ~ِAْ	ِ�ْ�0ِ َوا�3ِ�َْ�اَن Wَ�ْ9َ�ِْإ���  ۖ َوَأْوُ",ا ا �AًFْ�َ _ُِّ
9َ�ُ ��َ
�Yَ�َ)ْ10َٰ ۖ ُو�َ�َ�
�Mَ Oْ9َُ?آ�ُ�وَن ۚ   �
�ـLِ َأْوُ",اَوYْ�َ0ِِ� ا ۖ َوِإَذا ُ�ْ
ُ@Oْ َ"�ْ$ِ�ُ�,ا َوَ�ْ, َآ�َن َذا ُ�ْ Lِ0ِ Oُْآ��Jَو Oْ9ُ�َِٰذy١٥٢|  

 
"And come not near to the orphan's property, except to improve it, until he (or she) attains the age of full 

strength; and give full measure and full weight with justice. We burden not any person, but that which he 
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can bear. And whenever you give your word (i.e. judge between men or give evidence), say the truth even if 

a near relative is concerned, and fulfill the Covenant of Allaah. This He commands you, that you may 

remember.” 

 

[Suraat ul-An’aam (6):152] 

 

 

Bُ,�ُ�ِ�M�"َ �3ً�	ِ@َAْ�ُ  �ِا�َJِ َوَأن� َهـَٰ?ا ۖ Lِ
ِ��ِ)َ ْ$َ Oْ9ُ0ِ َق��Fَ@َ"َ Wَ�ُgAا ا�,�ُ�ِ�@Mَ ��ََن ۚ   َو,	ُ�@Mَ Oْ9ُ�
�َ�َ Lِ0ِ Oُْآ��Jَو Oْ9ُ�َِٰذ
y١٥٣|  

 

"And verily, this (i.e. Allaah's Commandments mentioned in the above two Verses 151 and 152) is My 

Straight Path, so follow it, and follow not (other) paths, for they will separate you away from His Path. 

This He has ordained for you that you may become Al-Muttaqun (the pious)." 
 

[Suraat ul-An’aam (6):153] 

 
We will mention the ten basic obligations that are established in that passage in a brief way as Shaykh Saalih 

al-Fawzaan has done for us here.   

 

Dًأو :Oآ��Jو �Dُآ,ا َأ�[ْMُ L0 ،�ًp�a وه?ا G Y� �ٍك ُآWَ3[" �W $3,�ً�، ا�]�ِك َ$[� L0  ا���3,داِت َأ�,اِع ِ�ْ
�ِك وُآW� ا.، دوِن �[� L�" ا����دِة أ�,اع �  

 

1. Allaah commands His servants not to associate any object or false deity with Him. The prohibition 

here is so exclusive and general that it includes the forbiddance of worshipping any false deity or 

object and the avoidance of any ritual offered to them as well.  

 

First point: Allaah has admonished you that you do not make shirk with Him. That is a prohibition, a very 

general prohibition of all acts of shirk. It includes any kind of shirk with Allaah, any kind of object of worship, 

no matter how big or small, with Allaah, as well as, any kind of action that is directed as an act of worship to 

Allaah and someone else. All of that is prohibited; no matter how big, how relevant and how significant the 

object of worship is considered by the one who offered it. No matter how significant or how big and relevant 

the act of worship is by the worshipper as well. All of those things are prohibited in an absolute manner.  

 

�ً���Q :Oآ��Jا أن وو,#A:M ��3َ �0�ِه�3َ ِإ��ANً�، ��0,ا��YِbِFN�3 وYِ@ِ�َ��J�3َ وY@ِ$َو��  " �ِ�C 8ِ���� .ا ;
�ِكM2 وg"�
��3Y ا�@$  

 

2. He commands sons and daughters to do well and be dutiful to parents, to be modest with them, 

and to protect and obey them unless they enjoin a violation or a sin.  

 

Second point: He has admonished you to be dutiful to your parents. That is by being dutiful to them, being in 

their service and protecting them, keeping all types of harm from them, and obeying them in all issues that are 

within the permissible range, outside the disobedience of Allaah. It is by not behaving arrogantly in their 

presence, to being very humble and to considering them greater than you, and to show that in your interaction 

with them.  
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�ً4��Q :Oآ��Jأن وو D ا,
ُ@	M OدُآDأو 
,ا و�pMَ ،O9M�#0 Dوا D أى إْ�^ٍق، ِ�ْ@	M O8 أ0#�ءُآ�[� ،�ِ	F6��ِ  ا�" 
O9ُ�ُراز ،OYُ�ُوراز O@ُA
" ،OY�,�ز�M W0 D,ن و�ز�M O9AFأ�  

 
3. He commands Muslims not to bury daughters alive, or kill children for fear of poverty since man 

does not provide sustenance for them or even for himself. 

 

Third point: Our Lord has prohibited us from killing our children in fear of poverty. Do not bury your 

daughters because you think that their presence among you will cause you not to be able to eat, as there are 

too many people in your house. Do not fear poverty to the point where you kill your children, for Allaah is the 

One who provides for you and for them.  

 

�0,ا�F,اD wَN أن ووJ��آO: را�0ً�	M �� �َYَvَ �Y#� و�� ،Sَ0َ أي  J��3ُة ا��وا�=8ُ�F ا��bه  

 
4. He commands Muslims not to approach immoralities – what is apparent of them and what is 

concealed as well.  

 

Fourth point: You do not go anywhere near illicit deeds (fawaahish) – those illicit acts of disobedience that are 

done openly and those done in secret.  

 

�ًA��� :Oآ��Jأن وو D ا,
@	M �َF#َم ا�@1 ا���N .ُا ،�Y
 ا�?ي ��0:;6، إD وا���3ه�ُة ا���3#8 ا�#Fُ� وه  �@َ
tُ��� �Y
َ@� (^مِإ �0َ� أوردٍة ِإ��Nٍن �0َ� أوز�ً� ���ٍص ِ�ْ  

 

5. He commands His servants not to kill any of the believers or dhimmis except with a legal right, 

such as killing someone for retaliation, stoning to death both married and previously married 

persons in case they commit adultery, or killing an apostate.  

 

Fifth point: He has admonished you not to murder. He has warned you against murder.  

 

�0,ا D َأْن ووJ��آO: (�د(ً�	M َل�� O�@وه, - ا�� WُFSَت ا�?ي ا��� B,0أ - �Dه  ��0@  إ ُANأ ْ�ِ 
LِFِ���M �30 ،LbُFَ:� L�63#� إ��L� 1�@N B,�"�M L وُ�N }
�� ،B��aأي َأ :�َa�ا��
,ِغ �2َ ا�LِFَA وزواَل ا�   

 

6. Allaah, Exalted be He, commands Muslims not to approach the orphan’s property unless with the 

intention to protect and invest it. The orphan’s property should be paid back when he/she reaches 

maturity.  

 

 Sixth point: He has admonished you not to approach the orphan’s wealth – not to come anywhere near it. The 

orphan is the one whose father has died before he has reached the age of puberty. So in many times the orphan 

may have inheritance that is set aside for him. His caretaker will be responsible for that money, that 

inheritance, whether it’s an inheritance or a fund set up for him. The one who is responsible for that orphan 

may not approach it except to invest it and cause it to grow for him, or to provide for him through that money.  

 

9َ�ُ
ُِّ_ َ��ۖ  ِ�ْ�0ِ	Aِْ~ َوا�3ِ�َْ�اَن اWَ�ْ9َ�ْ َوَأْوُ",ا{: (��0ً� �AًFْ�َ ��ِإ� �Yَ�َ)ْ3,ا: أي} ُو��ا���ِل أ  " ?ِ�Kِء ا�S$7وا 
�َAN Oْ9ُ@ِ$َ�S@)ا  
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7. Almighty Allaah further commands us to ‘…give full measure and weight in justice. We do not 

charge any soul except (with that within) its capacity…’ (Al-An’aam: 152). Therefore, we are 

enjoined to established justice as much as we can in case of taking or giving.  
 

Seventh point: When you do business weigh in full measure and give full volume. When you weigh, then 

weigh with full measure and when you measure in a volume with cups, litres and things like that, then 

measure with full volume. That is from fairness. And that order is not limited to the size or the weight of the 

product being sold, but is all inclusive. It includes an admonition for businessmen to be truthful; to be clear in 

their sales, do not be deceptive or cheating, that they be clear in their selling, and to have products that are 

beneficial and halaal. They must sell them in a way that is responsible and lawful.  
 

�ً#��Q :}َوِإَذا Oْ@ُ
�10َ َذا َآ�َن َوَ�ْ, َ"�ْ$ِ�ُ�,ا ُ�ْْ�ُ{ .�
1 ا�	,ِل "  ����0ِل أ�َ$ �ِ��� �0َ� وا����ِ� ا�	ِ�K����0ِل ا  " 
Wِ�Fا� 

8. ‘…And when you speak (i.e. testify), be just, even if (it concerns) a near relative…’ (Al-An’aam: 

152). Almighty Allaah immediately preceded the command to establish justice in testimony with 

the command of doing justice in transactions.  

 

Eighth point: When you give your testimony, when you speak some words, then be fair and just – even if it is 

against a close relative. So we have to be fair and say the truth, say what is correct, even if it against those 

whom we love, those who are on our side, those who are friends and family. Rather the truth is more beloved 

to us. Likewise, we say the truth in a case where we are offering testimony, even if it is in favor of someone we 

have a problem with. In a court case, if you are requested to give testimony and you honestly saw something 

that was an act of oppression against someone you personally dislike, then be fair and just, and offer your 

testimony in truth. Do not hide your testimony, and do not twist your testimony because of your animosity for 

that person. All of that is from the balance of Islaam, from the balance of the manners required from every 

Muslim in these ten admonitions from Allaah (azza wa jall). That is moderation.  

 

�ً�)�M : }�ِYْ�َ0َِو Lِـ�
 و1Yَ�َ َأَ�َ�B,��SM �3�" L0 0)ن �?�' ا�	�ُدوا أي ،}َأْوُ",ا�Y0 } وJ��ُآOْ ا�@  وL@َ��J: أي{  ا�
،L#$ ا,
ُ3�Mو L0�@90 8#)و L���  

 
9. Allaah ordains the fulfillment of covenants as He says, ‘…And the covenant of Allaah fulfill…’ 

(Al-An’aam:152) The covenant of Allaah is to obey Him by acting upon His commands and 

avoiding His prohibitions and, moreover, behaving in accordance with the Qur’aan and the Sunnah 

of the Prophet (salallaahu ‘alayhe wasallam).  

  

 Ninth point: Hold to the covenant of Allaah by obeying Allaah (subhaanah wa ta’aala) and following His 

legislation, staying away from what He has forbidden you from. And by learning the things in His Book and 

what His Messenger has come with.  

  

�ًاa�$ :}�اِ�  َهـَٰ?ا َوَأن�َJِ �3ً�	ِ@َAْ�ُ Bُ,�ُ�ِ�M�"َ  ۖ��َا َو,�ُ�ِ�@Mَ Wَ�ُgAَق ا���Fَ@َ"َ Oْ9ُ0ِ ْ$َ Lِ
 أوO9ُ@�J ا�?ي: أي} َ(ِ��ِ
Lِ0ِ  " �Mه� �@�cا �ِك �M ،ِت��Y#3ا� �Yَ3ُb$ُك وأ� ا���اُط ه, ا�@,�Nُ�، وأ$�Y3ُb ا�,ا-��ِت، و"�Wِ. ا�]

Oُ�	@A3ا�.}Bُ,�ُ�ِ�M�"َ  ۖ��َا َو,�ُ�ِ�@Mَ Wَ�ُgAا� {ُت ا���ُع�Y�[وا�.}َق��Fَ@َ"َ Oْ9ُ0ِ ْ$َ Lِ
ِ��ِ)َ{ .Wُ�3M �ُ@[Mو Oْ9ُ0 $ Lِ#ِ�د  
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10. ‘…And, (moreover), this is My path, which is straight, so follow it; and do not follow (other) 

ways, for you will be separated from His way…’ (Al-An’aam: 153). Allaah, Exalted and Glorified 

be He, stresses that following the straight path is to adhere to all commandments elucidated in the 

aforementioned two Qur’aanic verses. Such commandments, which comprise both the 

abandonment of prohibited acts, particularly polytheism, and the fulfillment of what Allaah has 

enjoined, particularly monotheism, constitute the straight path. The believers are commanded to, 

‘…follow it (the straight path); and do not follow (other ways)…’ (Al-An’aam: 153) which invoke 

bid’ahs (matters innovated in religion) and doubtful matters so that ‘…you will be separated from 

His way…’ (Al-An’aam: 153), i.e. deviating from the straight and righteous path. 

  

 Tenth point: This is My path, a straight one, so follow it; and do not follow the paths as they will divide you 

away from His path. So Allaah, in His tenth admonition has ordered us or admonished us, and all of mankind, 

to follow the path of the Messenger of Allaah (salallaahu ‘alayhe wasallam). And to follow our religion based on 

the exemplification of the Messenger of Allaah (salallaahu ‘alayhe wasallam); and to abandon all other ways, all 

other roads and paths that will split you up, that will take you away from the following of the Messenger of 

Allaah (salallaahu ‘alayhi wasallam).  

  

And with that, we will mention the eight points offered by Shaykh Saalih al-Fawzaan in explanation of those 

verses in a brief way. And we will close today’s class with that: 

 

ا�,ا-��ِت أو-ُ� ا�@,�Nَ� وأن� ا�3:���ت، َأ$Oُb ا�]�َك َأن� – 1 
 

1. While polytheism is the gravest sin, monotheism is the most significant obligatory act.  

 

First point: Shirk is the most and severest prohibited matter and Tawheed is the most obligatory of all 

obligations.  

 

Oُb$ 6;N �ا�,ا�َ�ْ  – 2 
2. The gravity of parents’ rights.  

 

Second point: The great status that the parents hold with regards to their rights over their children.  

 

Oُ��:M Wِ@� �ِF#ا� �ِ�r0 ،6;N �3�)D @,ُل آ�ن إذا	ا�3 ا�	�10 ذوي �  – 3 
 

3. The prohibition of committing homicide without a legal and justified reason. Murder of one’s 

relatives is, however, a graver sin.  

 

Third point: The prohibition of murder; especially if the murdered was ones own relative.  

 

Oُ��:M Wِِل أآ�� ،O�@و$�8ُ ا���
1 ا��Wِ3 و�]$ LِNِ^Jإ  – 4 
 

4. The prohibition of devouring the orphan’s property. However, it is permissible to invest the 

orphan’s property (i.e., by means of trade).  
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Fourth point: The prohibition of taking of the wealth of the orphan and using it for oneself. Meaning, the 

caretaker takes the wealth of the orphan and uses it for himself – that is prohibited. The legislated nature of 

using that money to invest with it, to increase that money for the orphan.  

 


1 واK"��ِل اK�,اِل "  ا���ِل و-,ُب$ ���وا����ِ� ا�	  – 5 
 

5. One is enjoined to preserved justice in word and deed even if the person involved is a relative.  

 

Fifth point: The obligation of being fair in ones statements and actions in his dealings with his close relatives 

and those people who are strangers to him.  

 

Y���0ِ� ا�,"�ِء و-,ُب  – 6 
6. The incumbency of fulfilling covenants.  

 

Sixth point: The obligation of fulfilling covenants and oaths.  

 

 ا��Mِع و-,ُبِ��ِك ا7(^م دMو �� Bَ�ا$َ  – 7 
 

7. The obligation of embracing Islaam and deserting any other religion.  

 

Seventh point: The obligation of following the religion of Islaam and abandoning everything that opposes it.  

 

 

�Oَ ا�@:
�Wَ أن��ِ. G;N وا�@:  – 8 
 

8. It is exclusively Allaah’s right to prohibit or make something lawful.  

 

Eighth point: Declaring things to be halaal and haraam is the sole right of Allaah Alone.  
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Keywords and Phrases: 

≈ Tawheed: The devotion of one’s acts of worship to Allaah Alone. 

≈ ‘Ibaadah (Worship): Literally, it signifies surrender or submission. Technically, it is an umbrella term, 

which refers to all acts of devotion including sayings, apparent and hidden deeds, which bring about 

Allaah’s Pleasure.  

≈ Messenger: The Prophet to whom a Divine Law has been revealed and whom Allaah commanded to 

impart it to people. 

≈ Worship Allaah: To devote all acts of worship solely to Him.  

≈ Taghut (False Deities): This term refers to false objects of worship, including any person accepting to 

be adored besides Allaah.   

≈ Your Lord: It refers to Allaah, Who is of sovereign dominion over all worlds. 

≈ And to parents, good treatment: As Almighty Allaah decreed to be solely worshipped without 

associating any partner with Him, He also commanded man to be kind and dutiful to his parents. 

≈ Associate nothing: Beware of polytheism, which means associating partners with Allaah by means of 

ascribing to them what exclusively pertains to Allaah.  

≈ Prohibited: A forbidden act is any act whose perpetration entails punishment and whose avoidance 

entails reward. 

 


